BOLON combines features of both textile and resilient flooring which give a unique set of benefits to the user. For
example:

Tightly woven resilient floor fibre

Appearance Retention
The BOLON woven surface material is a tight flat weave which cannot lose its
‘shape’ as textile flooring can, so with appropriate maintenance, the floor will
continue to look good during its full 'working life'. Even in high traffic areas,
and around desks with castor chairs, BOLON is not affected – a feature
unique in textured floorcoverings.

Life Expectancy
BOLON is rated heavy duty commercial (class 33/32 wear ratings tested to
International Standard EN685), which means BOLON is very durable. In fact, it
has some of the highest durability ratings in textile flooring, such as carpet.
We know that, because of this, it will last for many years - expect 20 years
plus.

Easy maintenance
Because dirt and stains can be easily removed through dry vacuuming,
absorbent cloth, and wet scrubbing/ steam cleaning, BOLON looks good, with
none of the 'hidden nasties' that can be left in floors with a ‘pile’.
Multilayered Construction

Good Thermal Properties
The thick backing, combined with the woven surface results in increased
warmth underfoot. BOLON helps to keep the heat within a room, and good
provides good thermal resistance, making the material a good barrier to cold
coming through a concrete subfloor.

Solid Backed Construction

Impervious material
BOLON material will not allow liquids to travel through it, thus preventing the
possibility of damp and mould growth. Contributes positively to the ‘health’ of
the building.
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Synthetic Construction

Non-static
BOLON is naturally antistatic (as defined by ISO 1815) – so will not generate
abnormal levels of static charge as some textile floorings can.
Stain Resistance
This construction gives BOLON an excellent resistance to staining, making it
suitable for many areas where spillages may occur.

Textured Surface

Sound Absorption
BOLON’s woven surface gives comfort underfoot, making it pleasant to walk
on. It also means that the sound absorption (ISO 140-8) is good, so there are
less footfall sounds as can be experienced with hard tiles.
Slip Resistance
The surface construction results in good slip resistance (R10/P3 to AS4586),
so gives good grip for increased levels of safety compared to other resilient
flooring, while still being easy for rolling load traffic.

Tightly Woven Surface

‘ Healthy ’ Floor
Dust is easily removed by vacuuming, so BOLON does not harbour potentially
allergy causing particles, giving a low allergy risk flooring.
The tightness of the weave results in a surface which is easy for rolling loads great for castor wheel chairs, trolleys etc. Easy for occupational health and
safety applications.

Thick Synthetic PVC Backing

No Need For Underlays
This construction means BOLON can be installed directly to the subfloor
without the need for additional underlays.

Cushion Backed Tile

Better Acoustics/Comfort
This option is available in the BOLON Silence Collection, and gives significant
impact sound resistance, combined with increased underfoot comfort.
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Fully Supported Product In
Australia/New Zealand

Confidence For The Client
The Andrews Group, as representatives of BOLON in Australia, ensure that
the product is fully certified, and compliant to all local regulatory
requirements, including NCC (National Construction Code)/BCA (Building
Code of Australia) with an excellent fire rating which enables use in all areas of
commercial buildings; a good level of slip resistance to Australian Standards;
GBCA (Green Building Council of Australia) – environmental accreditation;
local product stewardship recycling scheme. International certification for
environmental management has also been achieved. Please see the relevant
pages of the BOLON bible for further information, or consult The Andrews
Group.

BOLON will provide a material which is exciting and different while offering a practica l solution to your flooring needs.
The Andrews Group provide the after sales service which means the end user can have the product installed with
confidence.
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